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ABSTRACT: This paper presents an evolutionary algorithm for multi-objective optimisation of the structural
elements of the large spatial sections of ship hulls. The evolutionary algorithm where selection takes place,
based on the aggregated objective function combined with domination attributes is proposed and applied to
solve the problem of optimizing structural elements of the high speed vehicle-passenger catamaran hull with
respect to the weight and surface area. The results of the numerical analysis with the use of the developed algorithm are presented.
1 INTRODUCTION
Due to high complexity, in spite of rising research
and computational resources the multi-objective optimisation of the seagoing ship hull structures is still
held back by a number of obstacles hindering its application in practice, and the attempts to solve the
problem can be judged as marginal. Most authors assume that the outcome of the multi-objective optimisation task is a set of the Pareto-optimal solutions.
Evolution-based algorithms allow for determination
of this set in the single algorithm run thanks to the
fact that they process not single solutions but usually
the large set of potential solutions which in the consecutive steps gradually evolve to a Pareto-optimal
set.
The evolutionary algorithm based on the genetic
algorithm was proposed in the paper to the optimisation of the seagoing ship structure using in the process of the selection the combined fitness function including in one mathematical expression: (1)
optimisation criteria, (2) penalty function for constraints violation, and (3) domination attributes
dominance rank as well as dominance count. A practical example is presented, featuring the multiobjective optimisation of the structure of fast passenger-vehicle ferry named Auto Express 82 developed by Austal.
2 SOLVING OF MULTI-OBJECTIVE
OPTIMISATION PROBLEM
Classical methods used for the solving of multiobjective optimisation problems based primarily on

the aggregation of vector objective functions are
easy to implement but ineffective in many cases.
However, evolutionary multi-objective optimisation
algorithms based on the domination relation have
been proven to be highly effective (Deb 2001,
Osyczka 2002, Sarker and Coello Coello 2002,
Abraham et al. 2005, Coello Coello et al. 2007).
However the researchers have reported for several
years that if the number of the optimisation criteria is
greater than 3, the evolutionary algorithms based on
the domination relation formulated by Pareto (1996)
turn to be ineffective since together with the increase
of the number of optimisation criteria the number of
non-dominated variants decreases reducing the effectiveness of the selection operator (Hughes 2003,
Purshouse and Fleming 2003, Jaszkiewicz 2004,
Hughes 2005).
The evolution-based algorithms for multiobjective optimisation feature both the fitness function and the selection process taking into account a
number of criteria which are included in the single
fitness function. From this point of view these methods can be divided with respect to the type of the fitness function used for calculations as follows: a) selection with respect to the scalar objective function
with fixed weights of optimisation criteria, b) selection with respect to the scalar objective function with
random weights of optimisation criteria, c) division
of the variant set into sub-sets and selection in each
of them with respect to single criteria, d) selection
with respect to domination attributes where selection
of individuals is based on the location of the current
individual in the set of feasible solutions.

3 LOOKING INSIDE THE FEASIBLE SOLUTIOS
SET: DOMINANCE RANK AND
DOMINANCE COUNT
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Assignment of the two-argument dominance attribute (0 or 1) to the feasible variants allows for dividing the feasible variants set into two subsets (Figure 2a): (0) subset of dominated variants and (1)
subset of non-dominated variants. As it can be seen,
this information is quite general and does not refer to
the internal structure of the feasible set. Goldberg
(1989) proposed for ordering the feasible solutions
depending on the depth of consecutive fronts of non-

dominated solutions – Figure 2b. More detailed
analysis of the structure of feasible set allows for the
use of following concepts as dominance attributes:
(a) rank of feasible variants, dominance rank – Figure 2c, and (b) feasible variant evaluation dominance
count – Figure 2d. The dominance rank for a given
variant is proportional to the number of feasible
variants dominated by a given variant. The dominance count of a feasible variant is proportional to
the number of other feasible variants dominating a
given variant.
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Figure 2. Graphical illustration of basic concepts used for taking into account of variant domination in the multi-objective optimisation algorithms.
__________________________________________________
 f (x) 
ui(x) =  i  → max! ⇔ fi(x) → max!
(2a)
 f i,max 

4 CALCULATION TOOL FOR
EVOLUTIONARY MULTI-OBJECTIVE
OPTIMISATION OF SHIP HULL STRUCTURE

The most important point of calculation tool for evolutionary multi-objective optimisation of ship hull
structure is appropriate formulation of fitness function which governs the optimisation process. The
simplest concept is the introduction of objective
function F(x) as a linear combination of no partial
objective criteria fs(x):

 f
− f (x) 
uj(x) =  j,max j  → max! ⇔ fj(x) → min! (2b)


f j,max

no

F(x) =

∑ ws f s (x)

∑ wsus (x)

(3)

s =1

no

F(x) =



where fi,max and fj,max are the greatest values of respective optimisation criteria anticipated in computations.
After assuming utility function in form of Eq. 2
the scalar substitute optimisation criterion can be
written in the form:

(1)

s =1

where ws are coefficients determining the weights
assigned to partial optimisation criteria.
Developing fitness function in the form of the
scalar substitute optimisation criteria is a commonly
accepted practice. Partial optimisation criteria, employed in Eq. 1, were replaced by properly formulated utility functions of these criteria: fs(x) →
us(fs(x)):

The calculation tool developed for use in optimisation of ship hull structure should allow to account
for a series of constraints imposed by design, local
strength and overall strength. Observing that the genetic algorithms require neither continuity nor existence of the derivative functions, an external penalty
function has been used:
no

f(x) =

∑ wsus (x) +
s =1

nc

∑ wk Pk (x)

(4)

k =1

where: Pk(x) – component of penalty function for the
violation of k-th constraint, wk – penalty coefficient

for the violation of k-th constraint, nc – number of
constraints.
As we already know the scheme of multiobjective optimisation proposed in Eq. 4 allows only
for rough differentiation of feasible solutions with
regard to domination relation in the Pareto sense, cf.
Figure 2a. For the solving of the mentioned problem
the author proposed a scheme in which the feasible
solutions are ranked by the number of other solutions dominated by them, relative to the number of
feasible solutions in the current population. Therefore, dominance rank Rfi of i-th feasible solution is
specified by the equation:
N fi
dm(i, j )
∑
j =1, j ≠ i
(6)
Rfi(i) =
N fi
where dm(i, j) = 1 when i dominates j, and dm(i, j) =
0 in other cases, i, j – indices of verified feasible solutions, Nfi – number of feasible solutions in the current population – Figure 2c. In such a case selection
is going to promote feasible solutions located close
to the Pareto front, which is a numerical realization
of selection pressure exerted on the solutions located
close to the Pareto front.
Similarly, feasible solutions may be classified by
the number of solutions dominating them, relative to
the number of feasible solutions. Thus, evaluation
dominance count Cfi of i-th feasible solution is expressed by the formula:
N fi
dm( j , i )
∑
j =1, j ≠ i
(7)
Cfi(i) =
N fi
where dm(j, i) = 1 when j dominates i, and dm(j, i) =
0 otherwise, i, j – indices of verified feasible solutions, Nfi – number of feasible solutions in the current population – Figure 2d. In such a case selection
is going to promote feasible solutions located far
from the Pareto front, which is a numerical realization of selection pressure exerted on solutions located far from the Pareto front.
The strategies for dominance ranking and the
dominance count the feasible variants proposed by
the author allows for their inclusion directly in the
earlier formulated (Eq. 4) extended objective function of unconstrained maximization problem f(x):
no

f(x) =

∑ wsus (x)

+ wrankRfi(x) +

s =1

nc

+ wcountCfi(x) +

(8)

∑ wk Pk (x)
k =1

where: Rfi(x) – dominance rank of feasible variant,
wrank – dominance rank weight coefficient, Cfi(x) –

dominance count of feasible variant, wcount – dominance count weight coefficient.
As combined objective function f(x) expressed by
Eq. 8 is: (1) well defined, (2) single-valued, (3) ascending, having real values and positive in the
search space, it has been adopted directly as combined fitness function F(x).
The proposed combined fitness multi-objective
evolutionary algorithm (CFMOEA) which uses
combined fitness function F(x) in the proposed form
(Eq. 8), includes instruments which guarantee effective solution of the constrained multi-objective optimisation ship hull structure problem.
5 SHIP HULL STRUCTURE MODEL FOR
MULTI-OBJECTIVE OPTIMISATION
5.1 General
Effectiveness of the developed evolutionary algorithm for the multi-objective optimisation of seagoing ship hull structures has been verified solving the
multi-objective optimisation problem for the midship segment based on the Austal Auto Express 82
design – Figure 4.
The structural material is aluminium alloy. The
5083-H111 aluminium alloys are used for plates
elements while 6082-T6 aluminium alloys are used
for bulb extrusions. The plate thicknesses and the
bulb and T-bulb extruded stiffener sections are assumed according to the commercial standards. Bulb
extrusions are used as longitudinal stiffeners while
T-bulb extrusions are used as web frame profiles.
The strength criteria for calculation of plate
thicknesses and section moduli of stiffeners and web
frames are taken in accordance with the UNITAS
(1995) classification rules. It was assumed that bottom, wet deck, outer side and superstructure I and II
are subject to the pressure of water dependant on the
speed and navigation region. The main deck was
loaded by the weight of the trucks transmitted
through the tires, mezzanine deck the – weight of the
cars while the upper deck – weight of equipment and
passengers. Pressures were calculated according to
the procedures of the classification rules.
A minimum structural weight (volume of structure) and total of outer area of structural elements for
maintenance (cleaning, painting, etc.) were taken as
criteria in the study and were introduced in the definition of the objective functions and constraints defined using the classification rules.
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Figure 4. Assumed model of craft – midship block-section, frame system and structural regions.

5.2 Multi-objective optimisation model of ship hull
structure

The augmented objective function (Eq. 10) has
been extended by the components corresponding to
the dominance attributes:
f(x) = w1u1(x) + w2u2(x) + wrankRfi(x) +
nc

For the multi-objective optimisation problem a substitute scalar objective function can be formulated,
with the use of the components of the vector objective function, in the following form:
F(x) = F(f1(x), f2(x)) =
(9)
= w1f1(x) + w2f2(x) → min!
where f1(x) is a structural weight of midship blocksection taken to optimisation, f2(x) is an area of the
outer surface of structural members subjected to
cleaning and painting operations (surface area for
maintenance) in the section, w1 and w2 are weight
coefficients used for partial optimisation criteria.
Taking into consideration the operational loads as
well as the constraints imposed on the design variables especially resulting from conditions of local
and global strength formulated in the approved rules
the substitute scalar objective function can be expressed as an augmented objective function of the
unconstrained minimization problem:
nc

f(x) = F(x) +

∑ wk Pk (x) =
k =1
nc

= w1 f1(x) + w2 f2(x) +

∑ wk Pk (x) → min!
k =1

where all symbols are described before.

(10)

+ wcountCfi(x) +

∑ wk Pk (x)

(11)

k =1

where wrank is a dominance rank coefficient, wcount is
a dominance count weight coefficient, u1 is an utility
function for structural weight and u2 is an utility
function for the area of the outer surface of structural
members:
f
− f (x) 
u1(x) =  1,max 1  → max!

(12a)

f
− f (x) 
u2(x) =  2 ,max 2  → max!

(12b)





f1,max
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where f1(x) is a current value of the first optimisation
criteria, f1,max is a maximum value of the first criteria, f2(x) is a current value of the second optimisation
criteria, f2,max is a maximum value of the second criteria and all the remaining symbols are as outlined
before.
In the present formulation a set of 37 design variables is applied – Figure 5. Introduction of design
variable representing the number of transversal
frames in a considered section: x4, and numbers of
longitudinal stiffeners in the regions: x5, x9, x13, x17,
x21, x25, x29, x33, x37 enables simultaneous optimisation of both topology and scantlings.

Figure 5. Assumed model of ship hull structure – specification of design variables.
__________________________________________________

5.3 Genetic model of the ship hull structure
Chromosome structure
In this paper, the ship hull structure is modelled
by 37 design variables xi described above, each of
them being represented by a string of bits.
Fitness function
As combined objective function f(x) expressed by
Eq. 11 is: (1) well defined, (2) single-valued, (3) ascending, having real values and positive in the
search space, it has been adopted directly as the
combined fitness function:
F(x) = w1u1(x) + w2u2(x) + wrankRfi(x) +
nc
(13)
+ wcountCfi(x) + ∑ wk Pk (x)
k =1

Eq. 13 makes it possible to include the domination
attributes to the process of selection of trial solutions. This concept is the key point of the proposed
Combined Fitness Multi-Objective Genetic Algorithm (CFMOGA).
As it has already been formulated in Section 2,
three aggregation-based multi-objective evolutionary
strategies for taking account of the partial optimisation criteria f1(x) and f2(x) are used in the scalar ob-

jective function (Eq. 9) calculation, and therefore
also in the fitness function value calculation
(Eq. 13):
– selection of variants using the scalar objective
function (Eq. 9) with the fixed values of weight
coefficients w1 and w2 (w_strategy = 2),
– selection of variants using the scalar objective
function (Eq. 9) with the values of weight coefficients w1 and w2 randomly and independently
generated in the range [0, 1] (w_strategy = 4),
– selection of variants using the random selected
single partial optimisation criteria F(x) = w1f1(x)
or F(x) = w2f2(x) (w_strategy = 3) which is implemented by the random selection of a single
nonzero weight criterion.
Additionally, it is also possible to have:
– selection of variants without (wrank = 0) or with
(wrank ≠ 0) (Eq. 13) taking into account the dominance rank of feasible solutions,
– selection of variants without (wcount = 0) or with
(wcount ≠ 0) (Eq. 13) taking into account the
dominance count of feasible solutions.
Genetic operators
The basic genetic algorithm (Simple Genetic Algorithm - SGA) produces variants of the new population using three main operators that constitute the
GA search mechanism: selection, mutation and

crossover. The algorithm in present work was extended by introduction of elitism and updating.
Many authors described the selection operators
which are responsible on chromosome selection due
to the value of their fitness function (Goldberg and
Deb 1991, De Jong 1995, Back 1996, Michalewicz
1996). After the analysis of the selection operators a
roulette concept was applied for the proportional selection. The mutation operator which introduces a
random changes of the chromosome was also described (Back 1996, Michalewicz 1996). Mutation is
a random modification of the chromosome. It gives
new information to the population and adds diversity
to the mate pool (pool of parents selected for reproduction).
The crossover operator combines the features of
two parent chromosomes to create new solutions.
The crossover allows to explore a local area in the
solution space. Analysis of the features of the described operators (Goldberg and Deb 1991, Back
1996, Michalewicz 1996) led to developing a n-point
random crossover operator. The crossover parameters in this case are: the lowest n_x_site_min and the
greatest n_x_site_max number of the crossover
points and the crossover probability pc. The operator
works automatically and independently for each pair
being intersected (with probability pc), and it sets the
number of crossover points n_x_site. The number of
points is a random variable inside the set range
[n_x_site_min, n_x_site_max].
The effectiveness of the algorithm was improved
applying an additional updating operator as well as
introducing the elitist strategy.
The elitist strategy mitigates the potential effects
of loss of genetic material copying certain number of
the best adapted parental individuals to the progeny
generation. The algorithm selects fixed number of
parental individuals np having the greatest values of
the fitness function and the same number of descendant individuals having the least values of the fitness. Selected descendants are substituted by selected parents. In this way the operator increases
exploitation the of searching space. Update operator
with fixed probability of updating pu introduces an
individual, randomly selected from the parental
population, to the progeny population, replacing a
descendant less adapted individual.
Control parameters
Single program run with the defined genetic model
is characterized by values of seventeen control parameters. In this case the set of genetic model parameters set for each simulation run signed as symi
includes 17 components:
symi = (ndv, lch, ng, ni, np, pm, pc, c_strategy,
n_x_site_min, n_x_site_max, pu, elitist, w_strategy,
w1, w2, wrank, wcount)

where ndv – number of design variables (number of
genes), lch – chromosome length (number of bits), ng
– number of generations, ni – size of population, np –
number of pretenders, pm – mutation probability, pc –
crossover probability, c_strategy – denotation of
crossover strategy (0 for fixed, 1 for random number
of crossover points), n_x_site_min – the lowest
number of crossover points, n_x_site_max – the
greatest number of crossover points, pu – update
probability, elitist – logical variable to switch on
(elitism = yes) and off (elitism = no) the pretender
selection strategy, w_strategy – denotation of strategy for aggregation of objective function, w1 –
weight coefficient for weight of structure, w2 –
weight coefficient of surface area of structural element for cleaning and painting, wrank – weight coefficient of solution dominance rank, wcount – weight
coefficient of individual dominance count.
6 COMPUTATIONAL INVESTIGATIONS
6.1 Computational investigations program
In order to verify the suitability of the proposed
method and the computer code developed for the
seeking of Pareto-optimal solutions a number of calculation experiments have been carried out, Tab. 1,
using the ship structure models earlier formulated
and discussed in Section 5.
From multi-objective optimisation point of view,
the aim of the simulation was searching nondominated variants with respect to two optimisation
criteria with varying strategies for setting the values
of weight coefficients for various criteria as well as
dominance attributes:
(1) Series 1.: simulations marked with symbols
sym1-1, sym1-2 and sym1-3. In the simulation
marked as sym1-1 fixed values of weight coefficients are used for whole simulation: w1 = 0.5
and w2 = 0.5; what refers to the classical method
of weighted criteria. In the simulation marked as
sym1-2 the values of weight coefficients w1 and
w2 were generated by the computer code as random variables in the range [0, 1], which was
done independently for each variant whenever
the value of fitness function is calculated. In the
simulation marked as sym1-3 the values of
weight coefficients w1 and w2 were generated by
the computer code as random variables equal to
either 0 or 1, which was done independently for
each variant whenever the value of fitness function is calculated; the value of 1 was used only
for one, randomly selected criterion, with the
remaining ones equal to 0.
(2) Series 2.: simulations marked with symbols
sym2-1 and sym2-2. Search for non-dominated
variants while excluding the optimisation criteria

from the process of variant selection w1 = w2 =
0.0 (w_strategy = 1) which was governed in particular simulations only by: (i) the value of the
dominance rank of feasible solution, wrank = 3.0,
wcount = 0.0, in the simulation marked as sym2-1,
(ii) the value of feasible variant dominance
count, wcount = 3.0, wrank = 0.0, in the simulation
marked as sym2-2. The purpose of this simulation series was to find out whether the developed
tool is effective in case of evolution being governed only by (i) dominance rank, or (ii) dominance count. This refers to the modern algorithms of the evolutionary multi-objective
optimisation, where the evolution is governed
only by the dominance attributes.
In all simulations the functions of penalties imposed for the violations of constraints were active,
wk ≠ 0, k = 1, 2, …, nc.

6.2 Results of computational investigations
Results of computational investigations – Series 1:
sym1-1, sym1-2 and sym1-3
Figures 6a and 6b present a detailed structure of the
non-dominated solution set of the last generation
reached in sym1-1. It can be seen that the set of nondominated solutions including 14 variants of ship
hull structure was found during the simulation. The
designer may select for further development one of
these variants or a group of them considered as the
best. Optimisation objectives values for the variant
closest to the origin of coordinate system which was
found in 5116 generation are given in Tab. 2.

Table 1. Control parameters of computational experiments
No.

Specification
(ndv, lch, ng, ni, np, pm, pc, c_strategy, n_x_site_min, n_x_site_max, pu, elitist,
w_strategy, w1, w2, wrank, wcount)

Designation
symi

Series 1.
1.

sym1-1

(37, 135, 10,000, 5,000, 10, 0.086, 0.800, 1, 1, 7, 0.33, yes, 2, 0.5, 0.5, 0.0, 0.0)

2.

sym1-2

(37, 135, 10,000, 5,000, 10, 0.086, 0.800, 1, 1, 7, 0.33, yes, 4, random in [0,1], random in [0,1], 0.0, 0.0)

3.

sym1-3

(37, 135, 10,000, 5,000, 10, 0.086, 0.800, 1, 1, 7, 0.33, yes, 3, random 0 or 1, random 0 or 1, 0.0, 0.0)
Series 2.

4.

sym2-1

(37, 135, 10,000, 5,000, 10, 0.086, 0.800, 1, 1, 7, 0.33, yes, 1, 0.0, 0.0, 3.0, 0.0)

5.

sym2-2

(37, 135, 10,000, 5,000, 10, 0.086, 0.800, 1, 1, 7, 0.33, yes, 1, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 3.0)

Figures 7a, 7b, 8a and 8b present a detailed structure of the non-dominated solution set of the last
generation in sym1-2 and sym1-3. The set of the
non-dominated solutions including 8 variants of the
ship hull structure has been found during simulation
sym1-2 as well as 15 variants during simulation

(a)

sym1-3. Optimisation objectives values for the variant closest to the origin of coordinate system which
was found in 6145 generation (simulation sym1-2)
and in 7611 generation (simulation sym1-3) are
given in Tab. 2.

(b)

Figure 6. Results of evolutionary multi-objective optimisation of ship hull structure realised in the simulation sym1-1.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7. Results of evolutionary multi-objective optimisation of ship structure realised in the simulation sym1-2.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8. Results of evolutionary multi-objective optimisation of ship hull structure in realised in the simulation sym1-3.

Results of computational investigations – Series 2:
sym2-1 and sym2-2
Figures 9a and 9b present a detailed structure of the
non-dominated solution set of the last generation in
sym2-1. The set including 10 variants of ship hull
structure has been found during the simulation. For
the variant closest to the origin of coordinate system,
which was found already in 196 generation, the dis-

(a)

tance equal 1.064 in the normalized objective space,
the objective functions values are given in Tab. 2.
The Figs 10a and 10b present a detailed structure
of a non-dominated solutions set of a last generation
in sym2-2. The set including 13 variants of ship hull
structure has been found during the simulation. For
the variant closest to the origin of coordinate system,
which was found in 5533 generation, the distance
equal 1.047 in the normalized objective space, the
values of optimisation criteria are given in Tab. 2.

(b)

Figure 9. Results of evolutionary multi-objective optimisation of ship hull structure realised in simulation sym2-1.

(a)

(b)

Figure 10. Results of evolutionary multi-objective optimisation of ship hull structure realised in simulation sym2-2.
No.

Specification of “best” solutions
Series 1.

1.

f≈sym1-1

2.

f≈sym1-2 = [1113.66 kN 7361.45 m2]T

3.

f≈sym1-3 = [1153.68 kN 7381.57 m2]T

4.

f≈sym2-1

5.

f≈sym2-2 = [1192.04 kN 7327.41 m2]T

= [1086.28 kN 7422.10 m2]T

Series 2.
= [1105.95 kN 7345.11 m2]T

7 ANALYSYS OF RESULTS, PERFORMANCE
ASSESSMENT AND CONCLUSIONS
Despite the fact that the evolutionary algorithms for
the multi-objective optimisation do not guarantee
identification of the Pareto-optimum compromises
they can help identifying a satisfactory approximation, i.e. a set of solutions expected to be not too far
distant from the searched front of the optimum solutions. However in this case methods are necessary to
evaluate how good produced solutions of formulated
problems are. And this leads to the question: how to
compare effectiveness of different algorithms? In the
context of the present paper the question may be
formulated as follows: how to compare effectiveness
of the studied evolutionary multi-objective optimisation of ship hull structure, assumed for different
evaluation strategies of fitness function.
In the case of the evolutionary algorithms for
multi-objective optimisation, statistical in their nature, evaluation of the obtained results and comparison of effectiveness of optimisation algorithms implementing different strategies is a very difficult
task, resulting in controversy and misunderstanding.
Whereas visual and qualitative comparison of the
sets approximating Pareto front is commonly used
for deduction of quality of the evolutionary multiobjective optimisation, in the case of quantitative

methods the searching proper standards is just under
way (Knowles et al. 2006).
Zitzler et al. (2002b), Zitzler et al. (2002a),
Zitzler et al. (2003), Fonseca et al. (2005), Knowles
et al. (2006) presented the most extensive review of
the problems related to evaluation of effectiveness of
the randomized multi-objective optimisation algorithms and proposed a mathematical basis for studying effectiveness of the multi-objective optimisation
algorithms.
In particular Zitzler et al. (2002b) showed that it
is impossible to formulate in a close and exact quantitative way the supremacy of one set of nondominated solutions over the other, therefore it is
impossible to prove the supremacy of one algorithm
over the other. Choice of one of them is determined
by the efficiency in every specific case. Computer
simulations confirmed efficiency of the developed
computational algorithm and computer code for
solving the formulated problem. As the result of calculations, approximations of the set of Paretooptimum solutions were obtained which contain
from several to a dozen of non-dominated solutions.
The results do not allow to determine superiority of
any examined strategies of the fitness function
evaluation unequivocally. To formulate more detailed quantitative conclusions further systematic statistical studies, performed on much larger number of
samples, are necessary.
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